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ring in small amount at Elkhorn was the only boron mineral other than
tourmaline known to be present in the contact zonesof the Boulder batholith. Ludwigite, intimately mingled with magnetite and a minor amount
of forsterite, was found by Donald F. MacDonald2 to occur at the Redemption iron mine in the contact zone of the Philipsburg batholith,
about 50 miles southwest of the Colorado Gulch locality.
2Schaller,W.T.,LudwigitefromMontana:U.S.Geol,.Suraey,Butt.49O,28
32(1911);
cf. also Emmons,W. H., and Calkins, F. C., Geologyand ore depositsof the Philipsburg
quadrangle,
Montana:U . S. Geol.Surley,ProJ.Paper78,l2g,162,220(lgl3).
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This text attempts to do for the beginning student of crystallography and physical
mineralogy what Dr. winchell's El,ementsoJ optieal Mineral,ogy has done for the student
beginning in that field, namely: to present minerals as members of broad groups which vary
continuously in composition and properties. Most texts permit the student to infer that
minerals are fixed in their chemical and mineralogical properties. rn this respect, the new
text succeeds admirably, since in all discussions the idea of continuous variation and serial
relations between properties in isomorphous groups dominates descriptive, illustrative, and
interpretive material.
The chapter headings follow a customary pattern: l, Introduction; II, Crystallography;
III, Physical Mineralogy; IV, Chemical Mineralogy; V, Descriptive Mineralogy; VI, Economic Mineralogy; vrr, Determinative Mineralogy; followed by a glossary and index.
rn the chapter on crystallography, winchell has succeeded in the reviewer's opinion in
making the basic concepts of the r-ray study of crystals understandable to the beginner as
the basis for the subdivisions of physical crystallography. This is a distinct innovation since
texts have clung to the traditional presentation of physicalcrystallography, followed bya
discussion of modern r-ray methods. Excellent figures showing the relations between crystal
habits and mineral structures in the six crystal systems are particularly useful (pp. 112113). The discussion of crystal systems follows the conventional Dana order. Illustrations
are numerous and well placed.

streak; table III on cleavage and lusteri and table IV on refractive index.
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